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Process
• Structure discussion of COVID-19 changes, risks, and
potential response measures (controls)
• Polling on risks and response measures
• Written input
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Outcomes
• Structure for management of COVID-19 impacts
• Sense of what your practice should prioritise
• Guidance and practical ideas on what to do
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Icons – practitioner input
Please vote online

Please provide input online
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Are you
• Partner/director
• Employee
• Sole practitioner
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Change, risk and control
Change What has changed?

Risk

Does this increase our existing risks?
Does this introduce new risks?
Control If so, what measures should we take
to better manage our risks?
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COVID-19 changes
External

7

Internal

Business uncertainty/recession

Working from home

Changes to laws and regulations

Cashflow

Restrictions on movement and
gatherings

Physical and mental
wellbeing of personnel

Restricted/delayed access to
courts and other legal remedies

COVID-19 risks
Matter management

Practice management

Risks to the way we successfully
manage individual matters

Risks to the ongoing sustainability
of our legal practice

Leadership &
culture

Screen

Engage

Provide

Complete

Assurance

Activity
management

People

Information
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Risks to the ongoing sustainability of
our legal practice
Leadership

Assurance

Activity
management

People

Information

• Insufficient cashflow
• Anxiety, isolation and motivation of staff

• Failure to manage and protect information
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Risks to the way we successfully
manage individual matters

Screen

Engage

Provide

Complete

• Uncertainties over service approach, outcomes,
timing and cost
• Changes to laws and the firm’s risk appetite
• Working from home arrangements and restrictions
on gatherings and movement undermine processes
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Anxiety, isolation and motivation of staff
Causes
• Working from home
• Changing roles and new tasks
• Concerns over infection at work – colleagues and clients
• Concerns for vulnerable family members
• Financial insecurity
• Wider social and economic uncertainty
Impacts
• Health and wellbeing
• Productivity and quality of work
• Client relationships
• Retention
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Polling on controls
Select those measures:
- Your practice has already implemented
- You believe your firm should implement,
taking into account the time and cost of doing
so
“Even with everything else that is going on, this
is something we should invest time and money
in…”
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Anxiety, isolation and motivation of staff controls
1. Clarity, fairness and reassurance around firm’s sustainability and any
cost-cutting measures
2. Treat pandemic as opportunity to demonstrate concern,
understanding, flexibility and fairness regarding each employee’s
individual situation especially re. return-to-office
3. Avoid perception of ‘A team’ and ‘B team’ with regards to work
arrangements and adopt “all in/all out” approach to video
conferencing
4. Find ways to replicate informal and social interaction while working
from home e.g. online drinks, non-matter catch-ups, Survey Monkey
5. Review how people are supervised and performance monitored
6. Adopt practical + visible measures to protect people at the office: prescreen clients before visit; extra hygiene and cleaning; 1.5m
distancing
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Insufficient cashflow
Causes

• Recession and business uncertainty
Impacts

• Requirement to reduce costs
• Inability to pay wages or drawings

• Sustainability of practice
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Insufficient cashflow - controls
1. Cashflow management - understand projected revenue and costs
2. Government assistance
3. New forms of marketing or business development
4. Increase risk appetite – accepting and managing higher risk
clients/matters
5. New areas of law or services
6. Reduce discretionary expenses

7. Set aside funds rather than drawing down
8. Reduce hours
9. Redundancies
10. (No concerns over cashflow)
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Failure to manage and protect
information
Causes

• Working from home
• Physical versus digital documents

• Cyber security
Impacts

• Client confidentiality
• Fraud
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Failure to manage and protect information controls
1. Internal review of cybersecurity when WFH
2. External/IT manager review of cybersecurity when WFH
3. Further technical protection for WFH (e.g. two-factor
authentication)
4. Provision of company equipment to people WFH
5. Register of company equipment
6. Written security requirements and/or training for working
from home
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Uncertainties over service approach,
outcomes, timing and cost
Causes
• Changes to court access/legal remedies, substantive
laws and WFH impact how practices provide services
and the time and cost of doing so
• Clients’ business or personal situations/objectives
change in ways they do not anticipate
Impacts
• Disputes with clients
• Legal practice bears risk/cost of downside uncertainty
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Uncertainties over service approach,
outcomes, timing and cost - controls
1. Review existing costs agreements and other undertakings to clients on
outcomes, timings and costs.
• Where these are now unrealistic or uncertain, communicate with the
client and discuss that uncertainty: what is uncertain and why, what are
the range and likelihood of outcomes, and who will bear the risk and cost
of that uncertainty – the client or the practice?
2. Adopt a similar approach for future costs agreements and ongoing
communication with clients on outcomes, timing and costs.
• Regularly revisit and revise assumptions the practice and client might
have made regarding legal, business and personal context of the matter.
• Identify areas of uncertainty and lead risk-based discussions with clients
around outcomes, legal strategy, timing and costs
3. Continual lessons learned on scoping, i.e. review how early matters run
under pandemic conditions and update service and fee agreements if
required

Changes to laws and the firm’s risk
appetite
Causes
• Accepting work outside current expertise in order to
attract new business and sometimes taking the view
“no one is an expert in this new law, so why not me?”
• Decisions to accept instructions are made from home

• Failing to identify or properly understand the
application of sudden legal changes
Impacts
• Legal errors, client disputes, reputational damage,
requirements to write off fees, claims
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Changes to laws and the firm’s risk appetite controls
1. Partners discuss and define any changes to risk
appetite
2. Communicate risk appetite and requirements for
escalation and peer review
3. Invest in legal research, training and supervision,
acquisition of external expertise in new areas of law
4. Invest in new processes, newsletters, ongoing
research and networks to identify changes in relevant
legislation
5. Ensure that changes are effectively disseminated to
people working from home
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Working from home arrangements
and restrictions on gatherings and
movement undermine processes
Causes
• Processes designed to protect a practice or manage
the quality of its legal services were developed for
an office environment
• May not be fully effective when people work
remotely
Impacts
• Legal errors, client disputes, reputational damage,
requirements to write off fees, claims
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Matter management
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Screening – risk issues
• Inability to conduct face to face meetings
and verify documents confirming identity
• Difficulties in gauging body language and
determine character of client
• Client’s financial capability significantly
changes as a result of pandemic
• Conflict checking practices ineffective in
remote environment
• Person making initial enquiry does so as
agent for actual client, who is in isolation
• Risk 4: Changes to laws and the firm’s risk
appetite
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Screening - controls
1.

Require video conferencing (VC) rather than phone call for initial meetings

2.

VC protocol (practice’s requirements for video conferencing) to include
requirements for document verification e.g. do not accept heavily pixelated
screen, situations where original must be physically sighted

3.

Review how practice identifies high risk clients and adapt to VC. Are there new
“red flags” that can be applied?

4.

Discuss with client how pandemic may impact personal/business finances and
ability to pay costs

5.

Review practice requirements for money on trust

6.

Check that all formal and informal aspects of conflict checking process can be
maintain when working from home (WFH) e.g. support staff have remote access
to systems, informal office discussions on new work are replicated online

7.

Introduce more rigour around establishing whether person giving instructions is
client or client’s agent and formalise process for checking in remote
environment

8.

(Manage risk appetite)
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Engaging – risk issues
• Risk 3: Uncertainties
over service approach,
outcomes, timing and
cost
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Engaging - controls
1. (While scoping and agreeing terms of engagement,
manage changes and uncertainties that arise from
pandemic
•
•
•
•

Client situation and objectives
Legislation
Access to courts and legal remedies
Delivery of legal services)
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Providing – risk issues
•

Hard and soft information not
integrated within single file

•

Management of paper-based
communications

•

Communicating complex ideas and
advice remotely

•

Client and lawyer make assumptions
that are incorrect, not communicated
or not checked

•

Access to legal references when WFH

•

Risk 4: Changes to laws and the
firm’s risk appetite
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Providing – controls
1.

Ensure digital version of file contains all information as the
single source of truth of file content

2.

Establish uniform approach to how paper-based
communications and key documents in office are captured
and made available in digital version of file

3.

Confirm in writing instructions, facts, assumptions, areas of
uncertainty, advice and actions

4.

Interrogate whether ‘facts’ are actually assumptions in
pandemic environment and need to be investigated and
confirmed

5.

Ensure access to latest legal advice on pandemic legal
environment and general legal research
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Closing – risk issues
•

Changes in post pandemic
environment alter client’s
objectives/expectations or give rise
to new legal options that are not
identified

•

Hard and soft information not
integrated within single file
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Closing - controls
1. Ensure constraints imposed by current environment
and their implications are explained
2. Consider possibility of changes to legal position and
advice in post pandemic environment
3. Ensure digital version of file contains all information
as the single source of truth of file content. Fully
scan paper file
4. Defer close-out until back at office
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All phases – risk issues
• Deadline tracking
process does not
work in remote
working environment
• Decline in
administrative
assistance and legal
resources for time
tracking and meeting
deadlines
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All phases - controls
1. Confirm that deadline tracking processes work
effectively when WFH
2. Confirm roles and responsibilities for tracking and
communicating deadlines when WFH
3. Review communication and coordination of WFH
resources to meet deadlines, esp. in hours leading
up to deadline
4. Review how junior lawyers are supervised when
WFH, inc. informal mentoring and support
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COVID-19 risks
1. Anxiety, isolation and motivation of staff
2. Insufficient cashflow

3. Failure to manage and protect information
4. Uncertainties over service approach, outcomes,
timing and cost
5. Changes to laws and the firm’s risk appetite
6. Working from home arrangements and restrictions
on gatherings and movement undermine
processes
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Other changes or risk issues
• Has the COVID-19 pandemic given rise to
other risk issues or concerns not touched
upon in this presentation?
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Other controls
• Is your practice doing anything not
captured in this presentation to reduce
risks or impacts of the COVID-19
pandemic?
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Questions

?
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Thank you

lawmutualwa.com.au

